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Abstract In this contribution, a comprehensive review of
the main aspects of high pT jet physics in Run II at the
Tevatron is presented. Recent measurements on inclusive
jet production are discussed using different jet algorithms
and covering a wide region of jet transverse momentum and
jet rapidity. Several measurements, sensitive to a proper de-
scription of soft gluon radiation and the underlying event in
hadron collisions, are shown. Finally, high pT prompt pho-
ton measurements, and studies on the production of elec-
troweak bosons in association with jets in the final state are
discussed.
PACS 12.38.Aw · 13.85.-t · 13.87.-a
1 Inclusive jet production
The measurement of the inclusive jet cross section in pp
collisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV constitutes a stringent test of
perturbative QCD (pQCD) predictions over almost nine or-
ders of magnitude. The increased center-of-mass energy and
integrated luminosity in Run II at the Tevatron, compared
to Run I, allows to extend the measured jet cross section
to jets with transverse momentum pjetT above 650 GeV/c,
and to search for signals of quark compositeness down to
∼10−19 m.
The pQCD calculations are written as matrix elements,
describing the hard interaction between partons, convoluted
with parton density functions (PDFs) in the proton and an-
tiproton that require input from the experiments. Inclusive
jet cross section measurements from Run I [1, 2], performed
in different jet rapidity regions, have been used to partially
constrain the gluon distribution in the proton. The pQCD
predictions are affected by the still limited knowledge on the
gluon PDF, which translates into a large uncertainty on the
theoretical cross sections at high pjetT . A proper comparison
with the pQCD predictions at the parton level also requires
a e-mail: mmp@ifae.es
an adequate modeling of soft-gluon contributions which be-
come important at low pjetT .
In Run II, both CDF and D0 experiments have explored
new jet algorithms following the theoretical work indicating
that the cone-based jet algorithm employed in Run I is not
infrared safe and compromises a future meaningful compar-
ison with pQCD calculations at NNLO. The CDF experi-
ment has published results [3–6] on inclusive jet production
using both the kT [7, 8] and the midpoint [9, 10] algorithms.
While the kT algorithm is infrared safe to all orders in pertur-
bation theory, the midpoint algorithm still suffers from some
infrared sensitivity at higher orders. The measurements are
performed for jets with pjetT > 54 GeV/c and rapidity in the
region |yjet| < 2.1, using 1.0 fb−1 of data. Figure 1.1 shows
Fig. 1.1 Measured inclusive differential jet cross sections, using the
kT algorithm with D = 0.7 (black dots) as a function of pjetT for jets
with pjetT > 54 GeV/c in different |yjet| regions compared to NLO
pQCD predictions (open circles). The shaded bands show the total sys-
tematic uncertainty on the measurements. The dashed lines indicate the
PDF uncertainty on the theoretical predictions
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Fig. 1.2 Ratio Data/Theory as a function of pjetT in different |yjet|
regions. The error bars (shaded bands) show the total statistical (sys-
tematic) uncertainty on the data. A 6% uncertainty on the luminosity is
not included. The dashed lines indicate the PDF uncertainty on the the-
oretical predictions. The dotted lines present the ratios of MRST2004
and CTEQ6.1M predictions. The dotted-dashed lines show the ratios
of predictions with different renormalization/factorization scales
the measured cross sections using the kT algorithm,
kT,i = p2T,i; (1.1)
kT,(i,j) = min(p2T,i , p2T,j ) · R2i,j /D2,
where pT,i denotes the transverse momentum of each parti-
cle in the final state, Ri,j is the distances, in η–φ space,
between each pair of particles, and D = 0.7. The cross sec-
tions are measured as a function of pjetT in five different|yjet| regions, compared to NLO pQCD predictions [11].
The measured cross sections decrease by more than seven
to eight orders of magnitude as pjetT increases. Figure 1.2
shows the ratios data/theory as a function of pjetT . Good
agreement is observed in the whole range in pjetT and yjet be-
tween the measured cross sections and the theoretical pre-
dictions.1 In particular, no significant deviation from the
1Previous measurements using the kT algorithm at the Tevatron [12]
observed a marginal agreement with NLO pQCD at low pjetT but this
discrepancy is removed after non-perturbative corrections are included.
pQCD prediction is observed for central jets at high pjetT .
In the most forward region, the uncertainty on the measured
cross section at high pjetT , compared to that on the theoret-
ical prediction, indicates that the data will contribute to a
better understanding of the gluon PDF. Finally, in the re-
gion 0.1 < |yjet| < 0.7, the analysis is repeated using differ-
ent values for D in the kT algorithm: D = 0.5 and D = 1.0
(see Fig. 1.3). In both cases, good agreement is observed
between the measured cross sections and the NLO pQCD
predictions in the whole range in pjetT . As D decreases, the
measurement is less sensitive to contributions from mul-
tiple proton-antiproton interactions, and the presence and
proper modeling of the underlying event. These measure-
ments show a proper understanding of non-perturbative con-
tributions, as extracted from Monte Carlo models, and sup-
port the validity of the kT algorithm to search for jets in
hadron collisions that will be further explored at the LHC
energies.
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Fig. 1.3 Measured inclusive differential jet cross sections (black dots)
as a function of pjetT using D = 0.5 (left) and D = 1.0 (right), compared
to NLO pQCD predictions. The shaded bands show the total system-
atic uncertainty on the measurements. The dashed lines indicate the
PDF uncertainty on the theoretical predictions. (bottom) Magnitude of
the parton-to-hadron corrections, CHAD(pjetT ), used to correct the NLO
pQCD predictions for D = 0.5 (left) and D = 1.0 (right). The shaded
bands indicate the quoted Monte Carlo modeling uncertainty
Similarly, Fig. 1.4 shows the measured inclusive jet cross
sections by D0 [13] based on 0.7 fb−1 of Run II data. The
midpoint jet algorithm has been used with a cone size R =
0.7. The measurements are carried out for jets with pjetT >
50 GeV/c in six different rapidity regions up to |yjet| < 2.4.
The data are compared to NLO pQCD predictions, as imple-
mented in the NLO++ [14, 15] program, with CTEQ6.5M
and MRST2004 PDFs sets, and using pjetT as the nominal
renormalization/factorization scale. Figure 1.5 presents the
ratio data vs NLO pQCD predictions as a function of pjetT
in the different |yjet| regions. The measurements are in good
agreement with the theoretical predictions within the cur-
rent PDFs uncertainties. However, the figure also suggests
that the data prefer the lower edge of the CTEQ uncer-
tainty band while the measurements are in good agreement
with the nominal predictions when MRST2004 PDFs are
used.
Fig. 1.4 Measured inclusive jet cross section as a function of pjetT in
different |yjet| ranges (dots), compared to pQCD NLO predictions (full
lines). For presentation, the measurements are scaled by a given factor
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Fig. 1.5 Ratio data/theory as a
function of pjetT in different |yjet|
ranges. The bands indicate the
uncertainty on the data and the
dashed lines the uncertainty on
the NLO prediction using
CTEQ6.5M PDFs. The dotted
lines show the ratio to
MRST2004 PDFs
2 Studies of the underlying event
As mentioned in the previous section, the hadronic final
states at the Tevatron are characterized by the presence of
soft underlying emissions, usually denoted as underlying
event, in addition to highly energetic jets coming from the
hard interaction. The underlying event contains contribu-
tions from initial- and final-state soft gluon radiation, sec-
ondary semi-hard partonic interactions and interactions be-
tween the proton and anti-proton remnants that cannot be de-
scribed by perturbation theory. These processes must be ap-
proximately modeled using Monte Carlo programs tuned to
describe the data. The jet energies measured in the detector
contain an underlying event contribution that has to be sub-
tracted in order to compare the measurements to pQCD pre-
dictions. Hence, a proper understanding of this underlying
event contribution is crucial to reach the desired precision
in the measured jet cross sections. In the analysis presented
here, the underlying event in dijet events has been studied
by looking at regions well separated from the leading jets
(see Fig. 2.1), where the underlying event contribution is ex-
pected to dominate the observed hadronic activity. Jets have
been reconstructed using tracks with ptrackT > 0.5 GeV and|ηtrack| < 1 and a cone algorithm with R = 0.7. Figure 2.2
shows the average track density in the transverse region as
a function of EjetT of the leading jet for the dijet inclusive
sample and for events where the leading jets are forced to
be back-to-back in φ, in order to further reduce extra hard-
gluon radiation. The observed plateau indicates that the un-
derlying event activity is, to first approximation, indepen-
dent from the hard interaction. The measurements have been
compared to the predictions from PYTHIA [16] and HERWIG
[17] Monte Carlo programs, including leading-order QCD
matrix elements plus initial and final parton showers. The
PYTHIA samples have been created using a special set of
parameters, denoted as PYTHIA-TUNE A [18],2 which in-
2PYTHIA-TUNE A Monte Carlo samples are generated using the fol-
lowing tuned parameters in PYTH IA: PARP(67) = 4.0, MSTP(82) =
Fig. 2.1 Scheme of the different φ regions defined around the leading
jet
cludes an enhanced contribution from initial-state soft gluon
radiation and a tuned set of parameter to control secondary
parton interactions. It was determined as a result of similar
studies of the underlying event performed using CDF Run I
data [18]. PYTHIA-TUNE A describes the hadronic activity
in transverse region while HERWIG underestimates the radi-
ation at low EjetT . Recent results, only available at the time
of preparing this proceeding [19], indicate that PYTHIA-
TUNE A is also able to describe the underlying event activity
in Drell-Yan events, with a significantly different color con-
figuration in the final state.
4, PARP(82) = 2.0, PARP(84) = 0.4, PARP(85) = 0.9, PARP(86) =
0.95, PARP(89) = 1800.0, PAR P(90) = 0.25.
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Fig. 2.2 Measured average track density in the transverse region as a
function of the EjetT of the leading jet. The measurements are compared
to different Monte Carlo models
3 Jet shapes
The internal structure of jets is dominated by multi-gluon
emissions from the primary final-state parton. It is sensi-
tive to the relative quark- and gluon-jet fraction and re-
ceives contributions from soft-gluon initial-state radiation
and beam remnant-remnant interactions. The study of jet
shapes at the Tevatron provides a stringent test of QCD
predictions and tests the validity of the models for parton
cascades and soft-gluon emissions in hadron-hadron colli-
sions. The CDF experiment has published results [20] on jet
shapes for central jets with transverse momentum in the re-
gion 37 < pjetT < 380 GeV, where jets are searched for using
the midpoint3 algorithm and a cone size R = 0.7. The inte-
grated jet shape, Ψ (r), is defined as the average fraction of
the jet transverse momentum that lies inside a cone of radius
r concentric to the jet cone:






, 0 ≤ r ≤ R (3.1)
where Njet denotes the number of jets, see Fig. 3.1. The mea-
sured jet shapes have been compared to the predictions from
PYTHIA-TUNE A and HERWIG Monte Carlo programs. In
addition, two different PYTHIA samples have been used with
default parameters and with and without the contribution
from multiple parton interactions (MPI) between proton and
antiproton remnants, the latter denoted as PYTHIA-(no MPI),
to illustrate the importance of a proper modeling of soft-
gluon radiation in describing the measured jet shapes. Fig-
ure 3.2 presents the measured integrated jet shapes, Ψ (r/R),
for jets with 37 < pjetT < 45 GeV, compared to HERWIG,
PYTHIA-TUNE A, PYTHIA and PYTHIA-(no MPI) predic-
tions. Figure 3.3 shows, for a fixed radius r0 = 0.3, the aver-
age fraction of the jet transverse momentum outside r = r0,
3A 75% merging fraction has been used.
Fig. 3.1 Integrated jet shapes definition
Fig. 3.2 The measured integrated jet shape, Ψ (r/R), in in-
clusive jet production for jets with 0.1 < |yjet| < 0.7 and
37 GeV/c < pjetT < 45 GeV/c. The predictions of PYTHIA-TUNE A
(solid lines), PYTHIA (dashed-dotted lines), PYTHIA-(no MPI) (dotted
lines) and HERWIG (dashed lines) are shown for comparison
1 − Ψ (r0/R), as a function of pjetT , where the points are lo-
cated at the weighted mean in each pjetT range. The mea-
surements show that the fraction of jet transverse momen-
tum at a given fixed r0/R increases (1−Ψ (r0/R) decreases)
with pjetT , indicating that the jets become narrower as pjetT in-
creases. PYTHIA with default parameters produces jets sys-
tematically narrower than the data in the whole region in
p
jet
T . The contribution from secondary parton interactions
between remnants to the predicted jet shapes (shown by the
difference between PYTHIA and PYTHIA-(no MPI) predic-
tions) is relatively small and decreases as pjetT increases.
PYTHIA-TUNE A predictions describe all of the data well.
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Fig. 3.3 The measured 1 − Ψ (0.3/R) as a function of pjetT for
jets with 0.1 < |yjet| < 0.7 and 37 GeV/c < pjetT < 380 GeV/c. Er-
ror bars indicate the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in
quadrature. The predictions of PYTHIA-TUNE A (solid line), PYTHIA
(dashed-dotted line), PYTHIA-(no MPI) (dotted line) and HERWIG
(dashed line) are shown for comparison
HERWIG predictions describe the measured jet shapes well
for pjetT > 55 GeV but produces jets that are too narrow at
lower pjetT .
4 Dijet azimuthal decorrelations
The D0 experiment has employed the dijet sample to study
azimuthal decorrelations, φdijet, between the two leading






is sensitive to the spectrum of the gluon radiation in the
event. The measurements has been performed in different re-
gions of the leading jet pjetT starting at pjetT > 75 GeV, where
the second jet is required to have at least pjetT > 40 GeV.
Figure 4.1 shows the measured cross section compared to
LO and NLO pQCD predictions [22]. The LO (non trivial)
predictions for this observable, with at most three partons in
the final state, is limited to φdijet > 2π/3, for which the
three partons define a Mercedes-star topology. It presents
a prominent peak at φdijet = π corresponding to the soft
limit, for which the third parton is collinear to the direction
of the two leading partons. The NLO predictions for this
observable, with four partons in the final state, describes
the measured φdijet distribution better except in the very
Fig. 4.1 Measured azimuthal decorrelations in dijet production for
central jets compared to pQCD predictions in different regions of pjetT
of the leading jet
Fig. 4.2 Measured azimuthal decorrelations in dijet production for
central jets compared to PYTHIA and HERWIG predictions in differ-
ent regions of leading pjetT . The band covers PYTHIA predictions with
different amount of initial-state soft-gluon radiation
high and very low regions of φdijet, where additional soft
contributions, corresponding to a resummed calculation, are
necessary. A reasonable approximation to such calculations
is provided by parton shower Monte Carlo programs. Fig-
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ure 4.2 presents the measured cross sections compared to
PYTHIA and HERWIG predictions in different regions of
p
jet
T . The PYTHIA samples with default parameters underes-
timate the gluon radiation at large angles. Different tunes of
PYTHIA predictions are possible, which include an enhanced
contribution from initial-state soft gluon radiation, to prop-
erly describe the azimuthal distribution. HERWIG also de-
scribes the data although tends to produce less radiation than
PYTHIA close to the direction of the leading jets. This mea-
surement clearly shows that angular correlations between
jets can be employed to tune Monte Carlo predictions of soft
gluon radiation in the final state.
5 Prompt γ and γ + jet production
The measurement of the inclusive photon production as a
function of photon transverse momentum pγT at the Teva-
tron constitutes a precise test of pQCD predictions since the
energy scale of the electromagnetic calorimeters is well un-
derstood by the experiments. The measured cross section is
partially dominated by contributions from quark-gluon scat-
tering and therefore provides a powerful constrain of the
gluon PDF at high-x. However, it is a rather difficult mea-
surement where a good understanding of QCD backgrounds
from π0 and η decays into photons is necessary. The D0
collaboration has presented results [23] on inclusive photon
production, based on 326 pb−1 of Run II data, in the region
|ηγ | < 0.9 and 23 < pγT < 300 GeV/c (see Fig. 5.1). The
measurements are compared to NLO pQCD predictions [24,
25]. Figure 5.2 shows the ratio data/NLO as a function of
p
γ
T . The measured cross section is well described by the
theoretical prediction, where the latter presents uncertain-
ties at the level of about 10%. Future measurements based
on few fb−1 of data will provide valuable information about
the proton structure as well as impose strong constrains on
the presence of new physics with very energetic photons in
the final state.
The D0 Collaboration has complemented the inclusive
measurements with detailed studies on direct photon pro-
duction in association with jets, for jets in the region pjetT >
15 GeV/c and |yjet| < 2.5. As shown in Fig. 5.3, differ-
ent photon-jet rapidity correlations have been explored. The
measurements are compared to NLO pQCD predictions,
which provide a reasonable description of the data, expect
in the region 1.5 < |yjet| < 2.5 and yjet · yγ > 0 where the
theoretical predictions clearly underestimate the data at low
p
γ
T , beyond the quoted theoretical uncertainties. Therefore,
these measurement will be input to future theoretical devel-
opments on prompt photon production.
Fig. 5.1 Measured inclusive prompt photon cross section as a function
of pγT (dots) compared to pQCD NLO prediction (solid line)
Fig. 5.2 Ratio data/theory as a function of pγT . The error bars show
the uncertainty on the measurements. The band denotes the PDF uncer-
tainty on the theoretical prediction and the dashed lines indicate the un-
certainty from the variation of the renormalization/factorization scales
in the pQCD NLO calculation
6 Boson + jets production
The study of the production of electroweak bosons in as-
sociation with jets of hadrons in the final state constitutes
a fundamental item in the high-pT physics program at the
Tevatron. These events are main backgrounds to many inter-
esting physics processes like, for example, top production,
the search for the SM Higgs, and supersymmetry. There-
fore, during the last few years a significant effort is being
made to develop and validate the necessary Monte Carlo
tools to describe these complicated multijet final states. As
a result, a number of leading-order Monte Carlo programs
are available that describe boson+jet production processes
up to large parton multiplicities [26–29], and NLO pQCD
parton-level predictions are also available for a limited num-
ber of processes (up to boson+2jets production) [30]. The
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Fig. 5.3 Ratio data/theory as a
function of pγT in γ + jet events
in different photon-jet rapidity
configurations. The error bars
show the uncertainty on the
measurements. The band
denotes the PDF uncertainty on
the theoretical prediction (based
on CTEQ6.5M PDFs) and the
dotted lines indicate the
uncertainty from the variation of
the renormalization/
factorization scales in the pQCD
NLO calculation. Ratios with
theoretical predictions using
different PDF sets are also
shown
interface between parton level calculations and parton show-
ers, necessary to describe the complexity of the observed
hadronic final states, requires the introduction of different
prescriptions to resolve resulting double counts in the gluon
radiation across processes with different parton multiplici-
ties. The theoretical prescriptions employed require valida-
tion using data. For this purpose, both CDF and D0 collab-
orations have performed a careful set of measurements on
boson+jets production. Figure 6.1 shows the measured pjetT
distribution for the nth jet in inclusive W(→eν)+ ≥ Njet
production by CDF [31], based on 320 pb−1 of Run II data,
where jets are reconstructed using a cone-based algorithm
with radius R = 0.4. This observable is particularly sen-
sitive to the details on the implementation of the parton
shower interface in the Monte Carlo models. The measure-
ments are compared to leading-order Monte Carlo predic-
tions as implemented in the ALPGEN program [27]. Fig-
ure 6.2 shows the ratio of data vs predictions for different
Monte Carlo models, in addition to NLO pQCD parton-level
predictions [30]. The observed shapes at low pjetT are at-
tributed to the details of the underlying event implementa-
tion in the different models. Similarly, the D0 collaboration
has carried out detail comparisons with different models in
Z/γ ∗+jets events [32] which indicate that SHERPA [29] pro-
Fig. 6.1 Measured inclusive cross section as a function of EjetT for the
nth jet in inclusive W(→eν)+ ≥ Njet production. The measurements
are compared to different leading-order Monte Carlo predictions nor-
malized to the data
vides a reasonable description of the data at large jet multi-
plicities.
The CDF experiment has recently published precise mea-
surements on jets in events with a Z/γ ∗ boson in the final
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Fig. 6.2 Ratio of data vs
predictions as a function of EjetT
for the nth jet in inclusive
W(→eν)+ ≥ Njet production,
for different Monte Carlo
models in addition to NLO
pQCD predictions
state [33]. Inclusive jet cross sections as a function of jet
transverse momentum and jet multiplicity are measured for
jets in the region pjetT > 30 GeV/c and |yjet| < 2.3, where
the jets are reconstructed using a midpoint cone-based algo-
rithm with radius R = 0.7. The measurements are compared
to NLO pQCD predictions [30] including non-perturbative
contributions. Figure 6.3 shows the measured cross sections
compared to MCFM predictions for the first two leading jets.
In both cases, the measurements are well described by NLO
pQCD. Figure 6.4 shows the measured cross sections as a
function of inclusive jet multiplicity compared to both LO
and NLO pQCD predictions. The LO pQCD predictions un-
derestimate the measured cross sections by a factor about 1.4
approximately independent of Njet, while good agreement
is observed between data and NLO pQCD predictions. The
analysis of more data will make possible precise measure-
ments at higher jet multiplicities for which NLO predictions
are not available.
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Fig. 6.3 (a) Measured inclusive jet differential cross section as a func-
tion of pjetT (black dots) in Z/γ ∗(→e+e−) + jets with Njet ≥ 1,2
compared to NLO pQCD predictions (open circles). The shaded bands
show the total systematic uncertainty. (b and c) Data/theory ratio as
a function of pjetT for Njet ≥ 1 and Njet ≥ 2, respectively. The dashed
and dotted lines indicate the PDF uncertainty and the variation with
the renomalization/factorization scale in the NLO pQCD predictions,
respectively
7 Notes on heavy-flavor jet production
This contribution did not include a detailed discussion on
inclusive b-jet production, or the production of electroweak
bosons in association with heavy-flavor jets. However, great
progress has been made also in these fronts. In the case of
b-jet production, results indicate that good agreement is ob-
served with NLO pQCD predictions for both inclusive one-
jet and dijet production [19]. In the W/Z+jets final state,
the situation is unfortunately less clear and will need further
experimental and theoretical developments. While first mea-
surements on W +c production [34, 35] seem to be properly
described by NLO pQCD predictions, significant discrepan-
cies are reported between data and theoretical predictions in
the case of W/Z+b production [36]. This promises to be an
important subject of discussion in the following years, given
the fact that this final state is background for Higgs searches
at the LHC.
Fig. 6.4 (a) Measured cross section for inclusive jet production in
Z/γ ∗(→e+e−) events as a function of Njet compared to LO and NLO
pQCD predictions. The shaded bands show the total systematic uncer-
tainty. (b) Ratio of data and NLO to LO pQCD predictions versus Njet.
The dashed and dotted lines indicate the PDF uncertainty and the vari-
ation with the renormalization/factorization scale in the NLO pQCD
predictions, respectively
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